Environmental fate and global distribution of polychlorinated biphenyls.
In recent decades, regulators, academia, and industry have all paid increasing attention to the crucial task of determining how xenobiotic exposures affect biota populations, communities, or entire ecosystems. For decades, PCBs have been recognized as important and potentially harmful environmental contaminants. The intrinsic properties of PCBs, such as high environmental persistence, resistance to metabolism in organisms, and tendency to accumulate in lipids have contributed to their ubiquity in environmental media and have induced concern for their toxic effects after prolonged exposure. PCBs are bioaccumulated mainly by aquatic and terrestrial organisms and thus enter the food web. Humans and wildlife that consume contaminated organisms can also accumulate PCBs in their tissues. Such accumulation is of concern, because it may lead to body burdens of PCBs that could have adverse health effects in humans and wildlife. PCBs may affect not only individual organisms but ultimately whole ecosystems. Moreover, PCBs are slower to biodegrade in the environment than are many other organic chemicals. The low water solubility and the low vapor pressure of PCBs, coupled with air, water, and sediment transport processes, means that they are readily transported from local or regional sites of contamination to remote areas. PCBs are transformed mainly through microbial degradation and particularly reductive dechlorination via organisms that take them up. Metabolism by microorganisms and other animals can cause relative proportions of some congeners to increase while others decrease. Because the susceptibility of PCBs to degradation and bioaccumulation is congener-specific, the composition of PCB congener mixtures that occur in the environment differs substantially from that of the original industrial mixtures released into the environment. Generally, the less-chlorinated congeners are more water soluble, more volatile, and more likely to biodegrade. On the other hand, high-chlorinated PCBs are often more resistant to degradation and volatilization and sorb more strongly to particulate matter. Some more-chlorinated PCBs tend to bioaccumulate to greater concentrations in tissues of animals than do low-molecular-weight ones. The more-heavily chlorinated PCBs can also biomagnify in food webs. Other high-molecular-weight congeners have specific structures that render them susceptible to metabolism by such species as fish, crustacea, birds, and mammals. In recent years, there has been substantial progress made in understanding the human health and ecological effects of PCBs and their environmental dynamics. However, risk assessments based only on the original PCB mixture that entered the environment are not sufficient to determine either (1) the persistence or toxicity of the weathered PCB mixture actually present in the environment, or (2) the risks to humans and the ecosystem posed by the weathered mixture. In this paper, we have reviewed the status of current knowledge on PCBs with regard to environmental inputs, global distribution, and environmental fate. We conclude that to know and understand the critical environmental fate pathways for PCBs, both a combination of field studies in real ecosystems and more controlled laboratory investigations are needed. For the future, both revised and new models on how PCBs behave in the environment are needed. Finally, more information on ow PCBs affect relevant physiological and behavioral characteristics of organisms tha are susceptible to contamination are needed.